
Study J-1000 December 30, 1993

Memorandum 94-1

Trial Court Unification: Comments on Tentative Recommendation

This memorandum collects comments on the tentative recommendation on

trial court unification. It also notes a few corrections derived from the Minutes of

the November 1993 Commission meeting. (Timing requirements dictated that the

tentative recommendation was distributed before the meeting minutes were

prepared.)

The comments received to date are attached as an Exhibit. The comments are

from:
Board of Governors, California Attorneys for Criminal Justice

(Exhibit pp. 1-2)
Municipal Court, Harbor Judicial District, Orange County

(Exhibit p. 3)
Litigation Section, Los Angeles County Bar Association (Exhibit

pp. 4-9)
Judge Vernon F. Smith, Marin County Municipal Court (Exhibit

pp. 10-11)
Judge Howard J. Schwab, Los Angeles County Superior Court

(Exhibit pp. 12-16)
Judge Arjuna T. Saraydarian, Municipal Court, Three Lakes

Judicial District, Riverside County (Exhibit pp. 17-18)

The announced comment deadline is December 31, 1993. Due to holiday

scheduling problems, we are issuing this memorandum before the deadline date.

We will supplement this memorandum with any later-arriving comments.

The comments of the Los Angeles County Bar Association Litigation Section

are addressed to the 1993 Judicial Council Report on trial court unification, rather

than to the Commission’s tentative recommendation. To the extent we are able to

transpose their comments in terms of the tentative recommendation, they are

analyzed below. To the extent they relate to proposed statutory revisions or rules

of court, they will be treated later in connection with statutory revisions

implementing unification.



GENERAL COMMENTS

At the outset it should be noted that comments approving or disapproving

the Commission’s tentative recommendation do not necessarily reflect the

position of the commenter on SCA 3, since the tentative recommendation deals

with details of implementation and not the policy of trial court unification. A

commenter may, for example, approve the revisions the tentative

recommendation would make to SCA 3, but still be opposed to the basic concept

of trial court unification.

Michael Rothschild expresses personal appreciation for the openness of

Commission members to hear from diverse interests concerning the proposed

constitutional amendment. Exhibit p. 2. Judge Vernon F. Smith compliments the

Commission on an excellent job. Exhibit. p. 10.

The tentative recommendation is supported by the Harbor Judicial District

Municipal Court. Exhibit p. 3. It is approved by the Board of Directors of the

California Attorneys for Criminal Justice, to the extent it addresses their specific

concerns. Exhibit pp. 1-2.

Judge Vernon F. Smith agrees with some of the Commission’s proposals and

disagrees with others. He does not indicate what the areas of disagreement are or

his reasons, but does indicate that he believes the vast majority of readers

familiar with the issues would accept the proposals and recommendations in

their entirety. Exhibit p. 10.

PRELIMINARY PART

General Principles in Formulating Recommendations Concerning SCA 3

The Commission has followed the principle that the existing balance of power

between legislative and judicial branches should not be disturbed in the

implementation of trial court unification. We plan to add a note to this effect in

the preliminary part of the tentative recommendation in the middle of page 9:

Nor should the trial court unification recommendations seek
to shift the existing balance of power between the legislative and
judicial branches of government. Regardless of the merits of the
existing constitutional allocation of authority to control matters
of court organization and operations, a change in the existing
situation should not be injected as an element in the debate over
trial court unification.
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Election Following Appointment

The discussion of election following appointment at page 26 of the tentative

recommendation does not include several factors noted in the November 1994

Minutes:

The Commission reconsidered its decision regarding when a
newly appointed trial judge must run for election. Because the
existing scheme for superior court judges requires them to stand
election shortly after being appointed, it hampers selection of the
most qualified persons, who may be reluctant to abandon their
practices without assurance of serving as a judge for a meaningful
length of time. Additionally, a delayed election scheme would
decrease the likelihood that judges will be voted out of office based
on their political views, as well as the likelihood that judges will
decide cases based on how popular the decision will be with the
electorate. It would also mean that voters will have a track record to
evaluate when voting on judges, rather than having to vote when
less information is available. In light of these considerations, the
Commission adopted the Judicial Council’s proposal that judges
need not run for election until three years after being appointed.

The staff will incorporate this discussion in the draft of the final

recommendation, if the Commission decides to preserve this aspect of the

tentative recommendation. See discussion in Memorandum 94-7.

CONSTITUTIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Cal. Const. Art. I, § 16 (amended). Trial by jury

The tentative recommendation provides:

SEC. 16. Trial by jury is an inviolate right and shall be secured to
all, but in a civil cause three-fourths of the jury may render a
verdict. A jury may be waived in a criminal cause by the consent of
both parties expressed in open court by the defendant and the
defendant’s counsel. In a civil cause a jury may be waived by the
consent of the parties expressed as prescribed by statute.

In civil causes the jury shall consist of 12 persons or a lesser
number agreed on by the parties in open court. In civil causes in
municipal or justice court within the appellate jurisdiction of the
superior court the Legislature may provide that the jury shall
consist of eight persons or a lesser number agreed on by the parties
in open court.

In criminal actions in which a felony is charged, the jury shall
consist of 12 persons. In criminal actions in which a misdemeanor is
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charged, the jury shall consist of 12 persons or a lesser number
agreed on by the parties in open court.

Policy of Section. The Los Angeles County Bar Association Litigation Section

is “vehemently” opposed to eight person juries without agreement of the parties.

Exhibit p. 5. The staff recommends no action in response to this opposition.

Nothing in the Commission proposal authorizes eight person juries—the

Legislature must act to authorize them. The Commission proposal merely

preserves the status quo on this issue to the extent practical, consistent with the

Commission’s approach to make no changes other than those necessitated by

trial court unification. Elimination of the Legislature’s authority to provide for

eight person juries would go beyond what is required to implement trial court

unification.

Causes Within Appellate Jurisdiction of Superior Court. This section refers

to “causes within the appellate jurisdiction of the superior court”. By this we

mean causes of a type that would be appealable to the appellate division, not

causes that actually have been appealed. The phrase we have used is possibly

misleading in this respect.

The phrase also is incomplete. It is intended to pick up matters of a type that

are currently within the municipal and justice court jurisdiction. However, there

are some matters within the municipal and justice court jurisdiction that by

statute are nonappealable, and a simple reference to matters within the appellate

jurisdiction of the superior court fails to pick them up.

The staff proposes to replace the reference in this section to causes within the

appellate jurisdiction of the superior court with a reference to civil causes “other

than causes of a type within the appellate jurisdiction of the court of appeal”.

Cal. Const. Art. VI, §1 (amended). Judicial power

The tentative recommendation provides:

SEC. 1. The judicial power of this State is vested in the Supreme
Court, courts of appeal, and superior courts, municipal courts, and
justice courts. All courts all of which are courts of record.

The proposal to name the unified court the superior court rather than the

district court would be approved by the Los Angeles County Bar Association

Litigation Section because of possible confusion with the federal trial courts.

Exhibit p. 4.
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Cal. Const. Art. VI, § 10 (amended). Original jurisdiction

The tentative recommendation provides:

SEC. 10. The Supreme Court, courts of appeal, superior courts,
and their judges have original jurisdiction in habeas corpus
proceedings. Those courts also have original jurisdiction in
proceedings for extraordinary relief in the nature of mandamus,
certiorari, and prohibition.

Superior courts have original jurisdiction in all causes except
those given by statute to other trial courts . Only the appellate
division of the superior court may exercise the jurisdiction of the
superior court in proceedings for extraordinary relief directed to
the superior court.

The court may make such comment on the evidence and the
testimony and credibility of any witness as in its opinion is
necessary for the proper determination of the cause.

The Commission had a difficult time phrasing the concept that writs for

review of trial court activities may be issued by higher courts and by appellate

divisions of the trial courts. “Only the appellate division of the superior court

may exercise the jurisdiction of the superior court in proceedings for

extraordinary relief directed to the superior court.”

The staff has spent some time trying to come up with cleaner and clearer

language to express this concept. It is difficult to express such a complex concept

in a brief but understandable way. We offer the following alternative as shorter

and possibly clearer:

The Supreme Court, courts of appeal, superior courts, and their
judges have original jurisdiction in habeas corpus proceedings.
Those courts also have original jurisdiction in proceedings for
extraordinary relief in the nature of mandamus, certiorari, and
prohibition , but a superior court may not exercise that jurisdiction
in proceedings directed to the superior court except by its appellate
division .

Cal. Const. Art. VI, § 11 (amended). Appellate jurisdiction

The tentative recommendation provides:

SEC. 11. The Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction when
judgment of death has been pronounced. With that exception , and
except in causes within the appellate jurisdiction of the superior
courts, courts of appeal have appellate jurisdiction when superior
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courts have original jurisdiction and in other causes prescribed by
statute.

Superior courts have appellate jurisdiction in causes prescribed
by statute that arise in municipal and justice courts in their
counties.

An appellate division is created within each superior court. The
appellate division has appellate jurisdiction in criminal causes other
than felonies, and in civil causes prescribed by statute or by rule
adopted by the Judicial Council not inconsistent with statute.
Judges shall be assigned to the appellate division by the Chief
Justice for a specified term pursuant to rules not inconsistent with
statute adopted by the Judicial Council to encourage the
independence of the appellate division.

The Legislature may permit appellate courts and appellate
divisions to take evidence and make findings of fact when jury trial
is waived or not a matter of right.

Jurisdiction of Appellate Division. The tentative recommendation includes a

provision that the appellate division of the superior court has appellate

jurisdiction “in civil causes prescribed by statute.” This provision should be

revised to refer to “civil causes provided for by statute”, consistent with the

Commission’s decision at its November 1993 meeting.

With this change, the staff believes the reference to Judicial Council rule not

inconsistent with statute is unnecessary. The Legislature may delegate this

authority to the Judicial Council if that appears appropriate. Moreover, the only

reason to have such a provision is the possibility that new causes of action will be

created without there being an appeal path prescribed. But since the Commission

will be recommending legislation to implement trial court unification, we can

ensure that there is a default statute specifying an appeal path as a general rule

unless a special provision is adopted. The provision appears to the staff

unnecessary, and serves to clutter what should be a fairly simple and

straightforward constitutional provision. The staff would delete the words, “or

by rule adopted by the Judicial Council not inconsistent with statute.”

Composition of Appellate Division. The appellate division is proposed to be

staffed by judges “assigned by the Chief Justice for a specified term” pursuant to

rules not inconsistent with statute adopted by the Judicial Council to encourage

the independence of the appellate division. The purpose of this provision is to

emphasize the independent character of the appellate division.
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The Los Angeles County Bar Association Litigation Section would agree with

the requirement of appointment by the Chief Justice, and suggests a three-year

term. “We believe that the requirement of such terms will further both the

perception and practice of creating panels within the consolidated trial courts

that are independent of those trial courts, from which appeals will be submitted

to such appellate panels.” Exhibit p. 5.

The staff questions the need to put detail into the Constitution itself

concerning appointment by the Chief Justice and the term. Right now these

matters are handled by statute, which provides for appointment by the Chief

Justice for a specified period, and provides for appointment of a judge from

another county to serve in the appellate department of a small superior court.

Code Civ. Proc. § 77. The direction to the Judicial Council to adopt rules not

inconsistent with statute to encourage the independence of the appellate division

should be sufficient to do the job without burdening the Constitution with

unnecessary detail. The staff would move the reference to assignment by the

Chief Justice for a specified term from the Constitution to the Comment.

An appellate division is created within each superior court. The
appellate division has appellate jurisdiction in criminal causes other
than felonies, and in civil causes prescribed provided for by statute
or by rule adopted by the Judicial Council not inconsistent with
statute. Judges shall be assigned to the appellate division by the
Chief Justice for a specified term pursuant to rules not inconsistent
with statute adopted by the . The Judicial Council shall adopt rules
not inconsistent with statute to encourage the independence of the
appellate division.

Comment. The second paragraph preserves in the superior
court the appellate jurisdiction of the former superior courts and
vests appellate jurisdiction in an appellate division. The provision
requires adoption of court rules intended to foster independence of
judges serving in the appellate division. Rules must be consistent
with statute. Cf. Code Civ. Proc. § 77 (appointments to appellate
department by Chairperson of Judicial Council for period specified
in order of designation). Rules may set forth relevant factors to be
used in making appointments to the appellate division, such as
length of service as a judge, reputation within the unified court,
and degree of separateness of the appellate division workload from
the judge’s regular assignments (e.g., a superior court judge who
routinely handles large numbers of misdemeanors might ordinarily
not serve in the appellate division). Review by a panel of judges
might include judges assigned from another county in appropriate
circumstances, or even by a panel of appellate division judges from
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different superior courts who sit in turn in each of the superior
courts in the “circuit.”

Cal. Const. Art. VI, § 16 (amended). Election of judges

The tentative recommendation provides:

SEC. 16. (a) Judges of the Supreme Court shall be elected at
large and judges of courts of appeal shall be elected in their districts
at general elections at the same time and places as the Governor.
Their terms are 12 years beginning the Monday after January 1
following their election, except that a judge elected to an unexpired
term serves the remainder of the term. In creating a new court of
appeal district or division the Legislature shall provide that the first
elective terms are 4, 8, and 12 years.

(b) Judges of other superior courts shall be elected in their
counties or districts at general elections except as otherwise
required to comply with federal law, in which case the Legislature
may provide for election by the system prescribed in subdivision
(d) or by other arrangement . The Legislature may provide that an
unopposed incumbent’s name not appear on the ballot.

(c) Terms of judges of superior courts are 6 years beginning the
Monday after January 1 following their election. A vacancy shall be
filled by election to a full term at the next general election after the
third January 1 following the vacancy, but the Governor shall
appoint a person to fill the vacancy temporarily until the elected
judge’s term begins.

(d) Within 30 days before August 16 preceding the expiration of
the judge’s term, a judge of the Supreme Court or a court of appeal
may file a declaration of candidacy to succeed to the office
presently held by the judge. If the declaration is not filed, the
Governor before September 16 shall nominate a candidate. At the
next general election, only the candidate so declared or nominated
may appear on the ballot, which shall present the question whether
the candidate shall be elected. The candidate shall be elected upon
receiving a majority of the votes on the question. A candidate not
elected may not be appointed to that court but later may be
nominated and elected.

The Governor shall fill vacancies in those courts by
appointment. An appointee holds office until the Monday after
January 1 following the first general election at which the appointee
had the right to become a candidate or until an elected judge
qualifies. A nomination or appointment by the Governor is effective
when confirmed by the Commission on Judicial Appointments.

Electors of a county, by majority of those voting and in a
manner the Legislature shall provide, may make this system of
selection applicable to judges of superior courts.
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Countywide elections. The Los Angeles County Bar Association Litigation

Section agrees that judicial elections should be countywide in the unified court,

although they “express a concern about the possible effect of such electoral

boundaries on diversity on the trial court bench.” Exhibit p. 4.

The statistics show that 60% of minority judges in the state are now elected

countywide, and there is some indication that minority judges do better in

countywide than in district elections. In any event, the staff has proposed that the

Constitution not lock in countywide elections, but leave flexibility for the

countywide election scheme to be varied by legislation where appropriate. See

Memorandum 94-6 (trial court unification—geographical districts).

Retention elections. Judge Howard J. Schwab of Los Angeles County

Superior Court, while agreeing that judicial elections should be county based,

argues for a change to retention elections. Exhibit pp. 12-16. His proposal is that

judges would be appointed and a judge’s name would not appear on the ballot

except upon petition of a specified number of electors, in which case the ballot

issue would be retention of that judge. He argues that not only would this satisfy

the Voting Rights Act, it also would increase the independence of the judiciary

and help protect minority and women appointees from challenge.

The Commission has considered this possibility, and concluded that a change

in the current election system, while perhaps meritorious, is not required by trial

court unification. In order to avoid injecting extraneous issues into the trial court

unification debate, the existing judicial election scheme should not be tampered

with. The staff sees nothing in Judge Schwab’s argument that should cause a

change in the Commission’s position.

The staff also notes that the argument for retention elections is undercut by

the fact that the only Voting Rights Act case to consider judicial retention

elections held they are covered by the Act. Bradley v. Election Board, 797 F.

Supp. 694 (1992) (judicial retention election is “election of representative” within

meaning of Act; moreover, question whether judge should be retained is

“proposition” covered by Act).

The Commission has suggested the possibility of retention elections as a cure

for a Voting Rights Act violation, but leaves that decision to the Legislature. The

existing judicial election scheme, while not perfect, does serve a populist

function. It is worth noting that the existing Constitution already authorizes the

Legislature and individual counties to provide for retention elections, but none

has; a constitutional change is not needed to authorize it. Moreover, a system that
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is totally dependent on appointments does not augur well for judicial diversity,

as evidenced by the current low percentage of women and minority judges. At

least the current system offers the safety-valve of accessibility to the ballot for

persons excluded by the appointment process.

Cal. Const. Art. VI, § 23 (added). Transitional provision

The tentative recommendation provides:

SEC. 23. (a) The purpose of the repeal of Section 5, and the
amendments to Sections 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, and 16, of this article
and to Section 16 of Article I, adopted at the June 1994 primary
election is to abolish the municipal and justice courts and unify
their operations in the superior courts. Notwithstanding Section 8
of Article IV, the implementation of, and orderly transition under,
this measure may include urgency statutes that create or abolish
offices or change the salaries, terms, or duties of offices, or grant
franchises or special privileges, or create vested rights or interests.

(b) On July 1, 1995, the judgeships in each municipal and justice
court in a county are abolished and the previously selected
municipal and justice court judges become judges of the superior
court in that county. The term of office of a previously selected
municipal and justice court judge is not affected by succession to
office as a judge of the superior court. The 10-year membership or
service requirement of Section 15 does not apply to a previously
selected municipal or justice court judge. The Judicial Council may
prescribe appropriate education and training for judges.

(c) Subject to contrary action pursuant to statute, on July 1, 1995,
in each preexisting superior, municipal, and justice court:

(1) Previously selected officers, employees, and other personnel
who serve the court become the officers and employees of the
superior court.

(2) Preexisting court locations are retained as superior court
locations.

(3) Preexisting court records become records of the superior
court.

(4) Pending actions, trials, proceedings, and other business of
the court become pending in the superior court under the
procedures previously applicable to the matters in the court in
which the matters were pending.

(5) Matters of a type previously within the appellate jurisdiction
of the superior court remain within the jurisdiction of the appellate
division of the superior court.

(6) Matters of a type previously subject to rehearing by a
superior court judge remain subject to rehearing by a superior court
judge, other than the judge who originally heard the matter.
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(7) Penal Code procedures that necessitate superior court review
of, or action based on, a ruling or order by a municipal or justice
court judge or a magistrate shall be performed by a superior court
judge other than the judge or magistrate who originally made the
ruling or order.

(d) This section shall be operative until January 1, 2002, and as
of that date is repealed.

Subdivision (a). The first sentence of subdivision (a) should be revised to

refer to amendments and repeals “approved” rather than “adopted” at the June

1994 primary election, consistent with existing constitutional terminology. Cal.

Const. Art. XVIII, §4 (approval of constitutional amendments and revisions); Cal.

Const. Art. II, § 10 (approval of initiative and referendum measures).

Corresponding changes should be made to proposed statutory references to

adoption of SCA 3.

The last sentence of subdivision (a) should be revised, consistent with the

Commission’ s decision at the November meeting, to read: “Notwithstanding

Section 8 of Article IV, the implementation of, and orderly transition under, this

measure may include urgency statutes that create or abolish offices or change the

salaries, terms, or duties of offices, or grant franchises or special privileges, or

create vested rights or interests where otherwise permitted under this

constitution .”

Subdivision (b). Under subdivision (b), previously selected municipal and

justice court judges become superior court judges and the terms of office of the

judges are not affected. Judge Arjuna Saraydarian is concerned about the first

round of former municipal and justice court judges whose terms of office expire

after unification. Exhibit pp. 17-18. Since unification would occur on July 1, 1995,

these judges will be required to run for reelection countywide at the next general

election thereafter (probably the March 1996 primary).

This would give those judges 9 months to familiarize the electorate with their

qualifications in those jurisdictions where the judges do not already run

countywide. Judge Saraydarian doesn’t think this is enough time, pointing out

that the Commission’s tentative recommendation allows newly-appointed judges

up to three years before they have to face election. See Section 16(c).

However, the staff does not believe the three-year delayed election is

advisable, and recommends that the Commission abandon this proposal. See

discussion in Memorandum 94-7. Nine months is as much time as many superior
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court appointees have before an election is held. And the existing municipal and

justice judges will have the added advantage of some preexisting name

recognition in the county, as well as superior court incumbency status.

Subdivision (c). Subdivision (c)(1) is a place holder pending Commission

recommendations for resolution of personnel issues in the unified court. Judge

Vernon F. Smith offers specific suggestions concerning resolution of personnel

issues (Exhibit pp. 10-11), which we will take up later in connection with our

review of the matter generally.

Subdivision (c)(7) implements the concept that criminal review procedures

would be unchanged by trial court unification. The Board of Governors of

California Attorneys for Criminal Justice approves this position. Exhibit pp. 1-2.

STATUTORY RECOMMENDATIONS

Gov’t Code § 68070.3 (added). Transitional rules of court

Subdivision (b) refers to selection of a presiding judge for the unified court.

Judge Vernon F. Smith makes suggestions concerning the role of the presiding

judge in a unified court. Exhibit p. 11. We will take up his suggestions later in

connection with statutory revisions implementing unification.

Gov’t Code § 68122 (added). Preclearance of trial court unification

The tentative recommendation provides:

68122. The Attorney General shall, pursuant to the preclearance
provisions of the federal Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973 et seq.,
seek to obtain preclearance of Senate Constitutional Amendment
No. 3, adopted at the June 1994 primary election, before it becomes
operative, with respect to any county subject to preclearance
requirements.

At the November meeting the question arose whether the Secretary of State

might not be a more appropriate state officer than the Attorney General to seek

preclearance. The Voting Rights Act requires preclearance submissions “by the

chief legal officer or other appropriate official”. The Attorney General is the chief

law officer of the state. Cal. Const. Art. V, § 13. The Secretary of State is the chief

elections officer of the state. Gov’t Code § 12172.5. The phrase “chief legal officer

or other appropriate official” used in the Voting Rights Act is broad enough to

encompass either California’s Attorney General or its Secretary of State. See

generally, Dodson v. Graham, 462 F.2d 144, 148 (5th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 409 U.S.
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879 (1972) (preclearance requirement was met even though county attorney

submitted preclearance request rather than state attorney general); 28 C.F.R. §

51.23(a) (“Changes affecting voting shall be submitted by the chief legal officer or

other appropriate official of the submitting authority or by any other authorized

person on behalf of the submitting authority”).

Thus, naming either the Attorney General or the Secretary of State in

proposed Government Code Section 68122 would be consistent with federal law.

The Attorney General’s office has expressed a willingness to take on this

responsibility. The Secretary of State’s office has likewise expressed a willingness

to undertake this. Neither office has indicated a turf concern about the other

doing it, and the two offices would probably work together in developing the

necessary statistics for the submission. The Secretary of State’s office has

historically done this sort of work, although the Attorney General’s office became

involved in preclearance activities for the last round of legislative redistricting.

Preclearance of judicial election changes would be novel for either office.

The staff’s feeling is that this particular preclearance process will be as much a

legal as a factual issue. For this reason, we would stay with the proposal for

submission by the Attorney General, and will add the following explanation to

the Preliminary Part:

The Attorney General is required to seek preclearance of trial
court unification under the federal Voting Rights Act before it
goes into effect in those counties in which preclearance is
required. See 42 U.S.C. § 1973c (preclearance submission by
state’s chief legal officer); Cal. Const. Art. V, § 13 (Attorney
General state’s chief law officer).

Gov’t Code § 71000 (added). Laws applicable in superior court

The tentative recommendation provides:

71000. The following provisions relating to municipal and
justice courts remain applicable on and after July 1, 1995, to causes
in the superior court of a type that would be within the jurisdiction
of the municipal and justice courts as that jurisdiction existed on
June 30, 1995:

(a) The economic litigation procedures provided by Article 2
(commencing with Section 90) of Chapter 5 of Title 1 of Part 1 of the
Code of Civil Procedure.

(b) The small claims procedures provided by Chapter 5.5
(commencing with Section 116.110) of Title 1 of Part 1 of the Code
of Civil Procedure.
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(c) Any other provision relating to the municipal and justice
courts that the superior court or judge determines is necessary
because application of the provision relating to superior courts
would substantially interfere with the effective conduct of the
proceedings or the rights of the parties or other interested persons.

Proposed Section 71000 is not really essential to transitional activities for trial

court unification. It picks up a few key points of the law applicable in the unified

court in advance of a detailed disposition of the statutes. There are two reasons

for this—(1) to cover the eventuality that conforming legislation is not enacted in

a timely fashion, and (2) to allay concerns that these important provisions may

have been overlooked in the rush to unification.

The staff no longer finds these concerns persuasive. There will be a massive

statutory revision required by trial court unification, and these are but a few of

many important provisions that will have to be dealt with expressly. If

conforming legislation is not enacted in a timely fashion, there will be many

problems, not just these. The staff now believes that urgency legislation in 1994

should be kept as clean and simple as possible, relating only to immediate

transitional activities for unification. We would delete this provision from the

recommendation.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
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